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Boundaries in Dating offers illuminating insights for romance that can help you grow in freedom,
honesty, and self-control as you pursue healthy dating limits that can lead to a happy
marriage.Dating can be fun, but it's not easy. Meeting people is just the first step. Once you've
met someone, then what? Should you move on, pursue a simple friendship, or more? How do
you set smart limits on your physical relationship? How much do you get involved financially?
And how do you know if you've found your future spouse?In Boundaries in Dating, Drs. Henry
Cloud and John Townsend, counselors and authors of the New York Times bestseller
Boundaries, answer all of these questions and more. Helping you bridge the pitfalls of dating,
Drs. Cloud and Townsend share their practical advice for adding healthy boundaries to your
dating life.Boundaries in Dating unfolds a wise, biblical path to developing self-control, freedom,
and intimacy. Let Drs. Cloud and Townsend help you get to know yourself, solve problems, and
enjoy the journey of dating and finding your life partner.Full of insightful, real-life examples, this
much-needed book will give you the tools you need to:Recognize and choose quality over
perfection in a dating partnerPrioritize friendship within your relationshipPreserve friendships by
separating between platonic relationships and romantic interestMove past denial to handle real
relational problems in a realistic and hopeful wayEnjoy this season of lifeDon't forget to check
out the Boundaries collection of books and workbooks dedicated to key areas of your life,
including dating, marriage, parenting kids, raising teenagers, and leadership.

From Publishers WeeklyFounding member and former president of the Midwives Alliance of
North America and author of Spiritual Midwivery, Gaskin offers encouragement and practical
advice in her upbeat and informative book on natural childbirth. Since the mid-1970s, Gaskin
and the midwives in her practice on a Summertown, Tenn., commune known as "The Farm,"
have attended over 2,200 natural births. Gaskin, who learned the rudiments of her gentle
birthing technique from the Mayans in Guatemala, has helped bring attention to the method's
remarkably low rate of morbidity and medical intervention. Couples considering natural childbirth
will get inspirational coaxing from more than a dozen first-person narratives shared by the
author's clients. Gaskin decries what she sees as Western medicine's focus on pain during birth,
arguing that natural birthing can not only be euphoric and blissful but also orgasmic (a survey of
150 natural birthing women "found thirty-two who reported experiencing at least one orgasmic
birth"). The second half of Gaskin's book deals with the practical side of natural birthing,
including how to avoid standard medical interventions such as epidurals, episiotomies and even
prenatal amniocentesis that may be unnecessary, even dangerous, to mother or child. While this
may not be the definitive guide to natural childbirth, it is a comfortable and supportive read for
women who want to trust their bodies to do what comes naturally.Copyright 2003 Reed Business



Information, Inc.From BooklistUsing history as her guide, nationally recognized midwife Gaskin
explores what she hopes will be a renaissance in natural childbirth, something that she's been
advocating since the mid-1970s. By focusing on how women of ancient civilizations and other
modern peoples give birth, Gaskin puts our own hypersensitivities in perspective, uncovering a
beautiful, sometimes orgasmic experience rather than a dreadful, painful one. Sure, pain is part
of childbirth, but preparing for the pain in a realistic rather than sentimental way--whether giving
birth at home or in a hospital--can be the key to a woman's ability to deal with it naturally. Within
the pages of personal anecdotes, some touching, some startling, from Gaskin's patients and
colleagues, every woman is sure to find something to relate to, whether or not she chooses to
have a medicine-free labor. The helpful back matter features a glossary, a detailed resource list
including advocacy groups and Web sites, and a bibliography that includes periodicals, rounding
out an extremely comprehensive and up-to-date guide on the topic. Mary Frances
WilkensCopyright © American Library Association. All rights reservedFrom the Back CoverWhat
you need to know to have the best birth experience for you.Drawing upon her thirty-plus years of
experience, Ina May Gaskin, the nation's leading midwife, shares the benefits and joys of natural
childbirth by showing women how to trust in the ancient wisdom of their bodies for a healthy and
fulfilling birthing experience. Based on the female-centered Midwifery Model of Care, Ina May's
Guide to Natural Childbirth gives expectant mothers comprehensive information on everything
from the all-important mind-body connection to how to give birth without technological
intervention.Filled with inspiring birth stories and practical advice, this invaluable resource
includes: - Reducing the pain of labor without drugs--and the miraculous roles touch and
massage play- What really happens during labor- Orgasmic birth--making birth pleasurable-
Episiotomy--is it really necessary?- Common methods of inducing labor--and which to avoid at
all costs- Tips for maximizing your chances of an unmedicated labor and birth- How to avoid
postpartum bleeding--and depression- The risks of anesthesia and cesareans--what your
doctordoesn't necessarily tell you- The best ways to work with doctors and/or birth care
providers- How to create a safe, comfortable environment forbirth in any setting, including a
hospital- And much moreIna May's Guide to Natural Childbirth takes the fear out of childbirth by
restoring women's faith in their own natural power to give birth with more ease, less pain, and
less medical intervention.About the AuthorIna May Gaskin, certified professional midwife, has
been a midwife for more than forty years at The Farm Midwifery Center at The Farm, in
Summertown, Tennessee.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Birth
StoriesIntroduction to the Birth StoriesThere is extraordinary psychological benefit in belonging
to a group of women who have positive stories to tell about their birth experiences. This
phenomenon is exactly what developed within our village. So many horror stories circulate about
birth--especially in the United States--that it can be difficult for women to believe that labor and
birth can be a beneficial experience. If you have been pregnant for a while, it's probable that
you've already heard some scary birth stories from friends or relatives. This is especially true if
you live in the United States, where telling pregnant women gory stories has been a national



pastime for at least a century. Now that birth has become a favorite subject of television dramas
and situation comedies, this trend has been even more pronounced. No one has explained the
situation more succinctly than Stephen King in his novella "The Breathing Method."*
Commenting on the fear many women have of birth, his fictional character observes, "Believe
me: if you are told that some experience is going to hurt, it will hurt. Most pain is in the mind, and
when a woman absorbs the idea that the act of giving birth is excruciatingly painful--when she
gets this information from her mother, her sisters, her married friends, and her physician--that
woman has been mentally prepared to feel great agony." King, you may not know, is the father of
several children born at home.The best way I know to counter the effects of frightening stories is
to hear or read empowering ones. I mean stories that change you because you read or heard
them, because the teller of the story taught you something you didn't know before or helped you
look at things from a different angle than you ever had before. For this reason, Part I of this book
is largely devoted to stories told by women who planned to have home or birth-center births with
me and my midwife partners. You may find this part of the book to be the one you want to read
the most during pregnancy. At The Farm, the only horror stories we shared were those of
previous births in which the care had been radically different from that given by Farm midwives.
As women began to have positive experiences giving birth, their stories helped to calm the fears
and worries of those who had not yet had babies. The confidence that these women gained from
one another was a significant factor in why the midwifery care at The Farm has produced such
good results.Stories teach us in ways we can remember. They teach us that each woman
responds to birth in her unique way and how very wide-ranging that way can be. Sometimes they
teach us about silly practices once widely held that were finally discarded. They teach us the
occasional difference between accepted medical knowledge and the real bodily experiences
that women have--including those that are never reported in medical textbooks nor admitted as
possibilities in the medical world. They also demonstrate the mind/body connection in a way that
medical studies cannot. Birth stories told by women who were active participants in giving birth
often express a good deal of practical wisdom, inspiration, and information for other women.
Positive stories shared by women who have had wonderful childbirth experiences are an
irreplaceable way to transmit knowledge of a woman's true capacities in pregnancy and
birth.James's BirthBy Karen LovellHuntsville, Alabama--Rocket City, U.S.A., where "the sky is
not the limit." My husband, Ron, had gone to work for the maker of the world's fastest
supercomputers and was stationed at the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center. For all intents
and purposes, it appeared that we were people geared toward state-of-the art technology,
people who would accept the latest and greatest, even when it came to childbirth. So why The
Farm?That answer begins with the birth of my first son, Christopher. I had just completed
working for teacher certification. My plan was to get a job teaching that fall, but before that could
happen, I realized I was pregnant. Here I was, fresh out of school with a lot of science courses
under my belt, and I felt I didn't know anything about childbirth. Yes, I knew the mechanics, how
the body responded, what happened, but I was totally ignorant as to how hospitals and medical



professionals responded to childbirth. Learning something about what options I had started me
on my search for alternatives.My first visit with a highly recommended obstetrician in town was
pretty unpleasant. The first thing I was told was the temperature in the delivery room could not
be adjusted, although the lights could. When I asked to not have an episiotomy, he skirted the
issue entirely by asking me what kind of episiotomy I meant, never once saying whether he
would or would not give me one. This bothered me, but I knew this was about as magnanimous
as he was going to get, so I let it slide. For the time being, I was getting good prenatal care. I
could change later. However, as time went on, I was less and less sure of this doctor. In fact, I
grew to distrust him. All along, there were little hints that he and I were in different head spaces.
The biggest came during the sixth month of pregnancy, when I was sent a certified letter that
made no sense whatsoever, unless one read it do it my way or else. Finally, in the seventh
month, the doctor said there could be no Leboyer birth,* after leading me to believe all these
months there would be. It was at that point that I knew I didn't want this man touching me--and
internal exams were to begin in two weeks. I knew I had to find someone else.A nurse who
practiced as an underground midwife suggested a doctor from a nearby town who would provide
more considerate care. Under his care I was able to have a Leboyer birth experience, but the
hospital gowns and masks meant to create a more "sterile" environment were just that--sterile,
cold, and intimidating. Also I had to labor on my back because of the monitor and ended up with
a big episiotomy and forceps delivery.One of the pregnant women, who became my friend after
the birth of my son, used an original copy of Spiritual Midwifery as her bible, and even tore out
pictures and pages and pasted them on her wall. Her daughter's birth, which took place at
home, had a profound effect on me. In the back of my mind I thought that, perhaps someday, I
would have a child whose passage into this world would be really loving and spiritual.My second
pregnancy was hardly noticeable. It seemed that the baby sort of slipped in and was no problem.
The only indications of my pregnancy were that I missed my March and April periods and my
clothes were a little tight around my waist. I wasted no time in finding the most "lenient"
obstetrician in town. I had no problems with him and found he was very honest with me. He flatly
told me he insisted on an I.V. and that the hospital required an internal fetal monitor, although I
could sign a legal waiver and not have the monitor. I had resigned myself to this type of birth if
necessary but decided to investigate further. I finally obtained a copy of Spiritual Midwifery from
a health-food store in Nashville, where I grew up. Several weeks later I wrote to The Farm, and
Deborah Flowers responded.I immediately felt as if a deep-seated prayer had been answered
and prayed that if The Farm was right for me I'd end up there. When I told Ron about hearing
from The Farm, I think he was worried. After all, I had seemed so content this time and the
hospital was only ten minutes away. Why did I want to go up to The Farm, which was about
seventy miles away?Ron and I had a continuing dialogue about childbirth at The Farm. Finally,
we both decided to go visit with an open mind (although I must admit I wasn't quite as open-
minded as Ron; I simply knew I wanted to be at The Farm). When we arrived, we met Deborah
Flowers and Pamela Hunt, who showed us the facilities and checked me. Deborah said I was



one centimeter dilated and loose, which I attribute to her absolute gentleness and the strong
rapport I felt with her.Ron was impressed that the birth cottage had hospital equipment to
stabilize an infant in an emergency. He was also impressed with the fact that the midwives were
emergency medical technicians and very qualified in their work. He decided to go along with a
birthing at The Farm if our insurance would cover it. We found out in a few days that it
would.Because Deborah was my main midwife, I would bare my soul to her. I just knew things
would go well. The Farm had it all: "in tune" midwives, a birthing house, a clinic with a holistic
outlook, and doctor/hospital backup if necessary. I also liked subtle nuances such as helping the
baby's head stretch the mother out without tearing, not relying on cold machines such as
ultrasound and internal fetal monitors, knowing how to deliver breech babies, and having faith in
the universe.When I went into labor back in Huntsville, I didn't believe it at first and continued my
project of cleaning all the carpets in the house. Intermittently, I rested on the bed to reduce the
contractions until 4:00 p.m., when I realized I could no longer clean rugs. I waited a while to
make sure of what I was feeling, then at 5:00 I called Ron to come home. He showed up, took
things to the car, and we took off down the road after calling the midwives.Contractions were
steady and strong. Ron clocked them at seven minutes apart. Because I sat as still as possible,
they remained unchanged. My back hurt with each contraction, which surprised me. Our drive
was a little over two hours, and I was grateful for almost no traffic. Once at The Farm, Ron called
Deborah, who came to let us in. I crawled onto the bed, where Deborah checked me. Ron
brought things in while Deborah helped me through my labor. Chris had fallen asleep on a
nearby fold-down chair. Ron sat down on the bed to help me with my back, which really hurt.
Deborah grabbed my thigh while Ron pushed my back. It helped, and I told them so.I could feel
the baby moving down. I remembered Kim, this young woman giving birth on a video that
Deborah had shown me. She had been really calm and didn't have a husband to rely on. What a
chicken I was, groaning, "Oh, my back!"Just at transition,* I wailed, "My back is killing me." Then,
and it was truly a prayer, "Oh, God, help me." Just then I felt my whole bottom bulge. The
midwives commented on how stretchy I was. I pushed, and they could see the head. I pushed
again and out came the head. Such a relief. The rest of the body seemed like nothing. Ron got to
cut the umbilical cord after it was clamped, and Chris awoke in time to see the cut. A few
minutes later I was easily able to push the squishy blob (the placenta) out of me.I had a beautiful
baby boy, born around 11:50 p.m. with hardly any head molding. He wanted to relax before
nursing. We looked him over, then gave him to Joanne to weigh and dress while Deborah and
Pamela gave me two stitches for a small tear.I was grateful to have had such an easy pregnancy
and that the birth itself was not just a psychosocial event but spiritual as well. I was thankful to
have such loving, caring midwives and such a loving, thoughtful husband. I knew that this was
the right way to have a baby. I enjoyed how the midwives paid attention to every detail and
looked at things intuitively as well as on the surface.The next day I felt so good. I looked at the
clear blue November sky and the brown oak leaves left on the trees and basked in the warmth of
the sun. I realized that I was truly blessed, that there really were some things on which



technology could not improve--one of those was the billion-year-old evolutionary process of
human childbirth. To some it may have seemed primitive; to me it was perfect.Harley's BirthBy
Celeste KuklinskiAround five o'clock I started feeling unusual cramps. Not wanting to give a false
alarm, I didn't say anything. I had my General Education Development (GED) class that night,
and I didn't really feel like going. Playing "truant officer," Donna, my mentor and friend, drove me
to class. Mary, the teacher, said I was probably just having those fake, practice cramps (Braxton-
Hicks). I went home early, unable to concentrate.The cramps were getting stronger, and I was
feeling warm and excited. I still didn't want to call these cramps "contractions" in case it wasn't
really happening. I timed them and they were about four minutes apart. Donna asked if I wanted
to go see a midwife, but I decided to hold off until I was sure I wasn't getting excited over
nothing.Finally, in the middle of a Star Trek rerun, while my body was positioning itself in
contorted ways all over the chair I was trying to sit in, I concluded that I had better see a midwife.
Donna and I drove over to Pamela's. She checked me and informed me that I was three
centimeters dilated and that I would probably give birth that same night. Surprised and happy,
we went home to prepare.Finally, the moment had come. Pamela soon arrived, followed by Ina
May and Deborah. By this time, my ability to converse had deteriorated. I was just trying to deal
with what was happening to my body. Things were happening quickly. I didn't try to hold any of
the contractions back. I just let them come as fast as they wanted to, knowing that would help
the birth happen without delay. It all felt very natural. I just "went with it." I went with taking a bath
too, which was very helpful and relaxing. Ina May and my mother gave me support in the
bathtub. Ina May showed me how to breathe deeply and slowly.I tried it, and just then one of the
strongest contractions yet overwhelmed me. I had to stand up. Some bloody, gray stuff dribbled
and plopped into the bathwater. About this time, I started saying, "Oh, God!" I came out of the
bathroom and did what I had to do, whether it was squat, bend over, walk around, say, "Oh, my
God," or dance like a whooping crane. The contractions were getting very intense. I hardly had
time between them to rest.Read more
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Christy, “Discussion of suitability for use in home school sex ed. I read this book because I was
looking for material to use in conjunction with high school sex education material in a home
school situation, so this review will focus on the benefits it has for discussion between parents
and teens who are not yet or just beginning to be interested in dating.The book was written
partially as a response to I Kissed Dating Goodbye, and the accompanying message preached
in some Christian circles that dating is destructive, selfish, and inherently painful. The authors
disagree, and think dating, when done by healthy people working toward maturity, can facilitate
important developmental processes that prepare you to be a good spouse, whether or not you
marry the person you date. I think it would make for interesting discussions to read the two
books side by side.The authors are both psychologists with lots of counseling experience, so the
advice they give is grounded in Christian psychology more than in Bible study or personal
experience, which makes it different from what you find in some other books that are more
pastoral in focus. They frequently back up what they say with Scripture passages and principles
that support the concepts, but the many of the concepts themselves (transference, co-
dependence, parental bonding issues, etc.) are drawn from the field of psychology and
counseling.This book is not geared toward high school students. A premise of the book is that
dating is for adults. People who have not reached a certain level of maturity, who have not clearly
identified their goals and values, have not taken ownership of their spiritual life and decisions,
who do not know who they are and what they want in life will not likely have healthy relationships,
and will wreak havoc on themselves and others. So, the primary audience of the book is single,
independent adults. But the authors acknowledge that age and maturity do not necessarily go
hand in hand, and mature teens are perfectly capable of dating responsibly and productively.
However young people living at home with their parents are not the primary audience. Much of
the book presumes you have a dating past to analyze or a current serious relationship to work
on, but the many of the discussions could still be valuable for teens who are not dating yet,
because they present lots of examples of what healthy and unhealthy ways of relating look like.
There is also good advice about how to start a relationship off well, how to set and maintain
healthy personal boundaries, and how to guard against destructive patterns in
relationships.Here are some of the things I found particularly worthwhile:There is a valuable
distinction made between the difference between giving and serving in a loving relationship and
how it differs from being “adaptive” (losing your own sense of self to be what another person
wants you to be) or overly compliant in an unhealthy way, and how giving and serving differs
from trying to rescue someone who really needs to get their own issues dealt with before they
can do their fair share of the relationship work.There is a lot of discussion of what it means to be
honest in a relationship, and lots of scenarios that show what it looks like when someone is not
being honest with themselves, or about themselves, what it looks like when someone else is not
giving you space to be honest with them, and how much space you should give someone to



learn and grow in their ability to be more honest.There is a good section on what leading
someone on looks like and how deceptive and very destructive it is.It discusses unhealthy
patterns of relating and how to recognize when you are: being controlled, being controlling,
trying to rescue someone, trying to parent someone, trying to compensate for your own
character weakness or deficiency by unhealthy dependence on someone, romanticizing
opposite gender friendships, committing prematurely, being “kidnapped” by a relationship to the
detriment of other friendships, harboring false hope for change, blaming, and disrespecting or
being disrespected.There is also a list of deal breakers that no one should put up with in a
relationship. Interestingly enough, top on the list is deception or lying. Some of the things should
be no-brainers (addiction, violence, faithlessness), but it also includes refusal to respect
boundaries, and what that looks like.There is good information on how recognizing patterns in
the kind of people you attract or are attracted to can help you identify areas of immaturity,
brokenness, or unresolved hurt in your life that you need to address.There is a valuable
discussion of what to do if you notice a big split between the people you are attracted to
romantically and the people you would choose as friends, since this is usually an indication that
you need to deal with some hurt or unresolved issue in your own soul. Healthy people develop
romantic feelings for people that make good friends too.One of the strengths of this book is the
numerous “case studies” of actual relationships it presents so you can see how the abstract
issues look when fleshed out with real situations and people.I also appreciate that the tone of
the book is not like some I have read where you are basically encouraged to find someone
“compatible” with no problems or issues, as if people are not works in progress. This book
encourages and equips people to work through issues in relationships, and use dating
experiences to spur personal character development and movement toward more wholeness
and maturity. It gives lots of practical suggestions for how to try to work through a number of
common problems before bailing on the relationship.It presents a multi-faceted rationale for
abstinence before marriage without descending into unnecessary scare tactics or preachiness.
It presents “purity” as something positive (available to all, not just virgins) that protects and
safeguards a person in dating, not this oppressive thing that must be protected and that is in
constant danger of being lost or defiled.What it does not do:It presumes you accept the idea that
Christians should date Christians. It might be beneficial to spend more time with a teen building
a case for why.The discussion of sexual boundaries basically says you need them, but leaves all
the working out of the details up to the individual. My feeling is that teens could benefit from a
much more detailed discussion with some practical guidelines and suggestions, as well as
encouragement to define exactly what those boundaries are going to be for the present and how
they might change as they are older and/or closer to marriage.The book does not really give any
formulas or guidelines for “how to date,” or how Christian dating might look different from what
the rest of the world does or expects. It assumes you will basically follow the accepted cultural
model of picking out someone you are potentially romantically interested in and intentionally
spending time alone with them to get to have fun and get to know them better. This book is not



an introduction to the world of dating for people with limited social skills, it presumes you know
what you are doing.The attitude toward dating is a bit more cavalier than I am totally comfortable
with, especially for a teen or college student. I personally gravitate more toward the idea that you
should not get involved romantically with someone until you have a solid friendship and you think
you might realistically have a future together even if it is a ways off. The authors take more of a
view that you can’t possibly know where something might lead and romantic involvement is often
the way you solidify your friendship and learn enough about yourself and another person to see
if there is a future. As long as you have healthy boundaries, it’s all good.They vacillate between
using the word “date” to refer to anyone you are casually spending time getting to know and
someone you have an exclusive and serious romantic relationship with, which was confusing
sometimes. It would have been helpful to have two terms.The book operates from the position
that the goal of dating is to get experience that helps you grow and mature and develop
interpersonal skills that will prepare you to marry someday, not that the goal of dating is to find
someone to marry. For some people this will be an important philosophical difference, but one
that would be worth exploring with a teen.In this book, the idea of any parental involvement is
absent. It presumes that a peer group of friends will be the main support and accountability
network in a person’s life. The authors also believe that “leaving home” and establishing a life
independent of one’s family (though they acknowledge this can happen at college) is an
important prerequisite for any healthy serious relationship. Families that gravitate more toward
the courtship model may find it hard to incorporate advice based on those assumptions, but it
still brings up many things worth discussing and considering. Such parents may discover they
are preventing their children from setting healthy boundaries at home, something that may
negatively impact their attempts to set healthy boundaries with a future partner.”

Josh, “Must read. Every parent and  teenager should read this”

Míriam, “This book is excellent and has many wised comments.. This book is excellent and has
many wised comments.”

Dachsielover, “Great advice for safe dating/courting/friendships. This book was life changing.
Coming out of an abusive situation which led to a divorce, I knew I needed help if I were ever to
marry again! I figured that it was best to figure out why the abuse happened, as well as what I
had done wrong in my choice of mate. This book was SO insightful that I wish it had been in
print before my first marriage.As it happens, I got into a dating relationship much sooner than I
had expected. I had figured that I needed at LEAST 2 years to regroup before even planning to
begin dating again. "Fate" had other plans. I got into a very bizarre and abusive dating
relationship with a man who was unlike anyone I had ever known in that he manipulated me, lied,
and had the gall to accuse me of trying to control him! Soon I began to feel those awful, trapped
feelings from before.I kept trying to step back and just slow things down (since he wanted to



date me AND someone else at the same time and I happen to think one should be patient
enough to date only one person at a time for the sake of other people's feelings). Part of the
reason it felt so exhausting was the way he would talk about really wanting to marry me and then
in the next breath tell me about a date he planned with the other gal he was just starting to see.
When I challenged him about the hypocrisy and cruelty of playing with my feelings, he would
accuse me of being controlling. When I tried to just be "coffee friends" until he decided how he
felt about the other gal, he would accuse me of being controlling and not wanting the best for his
son and himself. God had to finally wrest him away from me by having him dump me without
telling me and then find out in a month or so that he was planning to marry yet a different gal in 4
months. Praise God for His mercy AND for THIS BOOK!After the fact I read this book and it was
like a bolt of lightning sending me back to reality. NO, it hadn't been wrong for me to tell him how
I only felt comfortable dating one person at a time and only dating people who felt the same way.
YES, I had been right to be bothered by the "little" lies he told me about his whereabouts. And
YES, I was really wrong to have felt so desperate that I was so unattractive and getting old so
fast (at 44--LOL) that I was not taking the time to think things through and to insist on an equal
footing in our relationship.I have given a copy of this book to several people, including to my own
handsome but single sons:)My story has a happy ending in that several months after the end of
that nutty relationship I met a very honest, polite, considerate, generous, kind, affectionate, hard
working man who just adores me:) It was a whirlwind romance, but the RIGHT kind. We are
coming up on our 4th wedding anniversary and the 5th anniversary of our first email and first
date. God is good and this book is the kind of great advice one would hope to get from BOTH
one's mother and father (if one were smart enough to LISTEN to them--LOL).I recommend this
as essential, insightful reading for guys and gals from age 12 to age 100! If you follow these
guidelines I can almost guarentee that you will NEVER get yourself into another abusive
relationship. Just make sure that YOU are the same kind of person that the book discusses so
that you may bless your date as well as he/she may bless you! Happy dating:)This is ALSO a
great book for picking out your friends! These authors have written several other great books
such as Changes That Heal, Boundaries, Boundaries in Marriage, Boundaries With Children,
and a book which I think is called 12 Things That Can Drive You Crazy.  God bless you!”

Anonymous, “What an excellent book. So much work was done on this book. So much info on
dating boundaries, I'am only half way through but I could easily say that it's worth every penny.
It's so hard to go through all mistakes of dating, no one teaches you to have healthy dating
boundaries (maybe very few). If you want to save yourself a lot of heart break, confusion and
time wasted; just get this book and meditate on what's in it.”

God's Daughter, “however it's good to refresh. Still on the first chapter. Some is what you know
deep down, however it's good to refresh, especially in the waiting season when there doesn't
seem to be an end in sight. Helps to not start looking at dating a non-Christian, however also



important as Henry says to make dating FUN, which as Christians, we seem to have
FORGOTTEN!!!”

Sally, “Wise words. This book is really refreshing, honest and real. The authors give great advice
based in both biblical and practical teaching. I couldn't put it down. It also made me realise
where I have gone wrong in my past relationships and hope for future ones.”

The book by Matt Lamy has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 2,472 people have provided feedback.
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